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It!ri ming oLcurring in chree domains; cognitive, affective and behavioral;

The cognitive domain applies to the recognition and recall_ of knowledge and

tee development of -intellectual abilities and skills (Bloom; 1968). The af-

rectivo domain of le arning concerns changes in "interest, attitUdet, and

vrcllues and. the development of appreciation. and adequate adjustment" Oloom,

1968; F. 3). Learning in the manipulate area is the focus of the

behavioral dbMaih (Bloom, 1968). Thus; 1 nom's COnceptualization treats cog-

nition, affect and behavior as independent and unrelated components of learn-

i rig

Increasing concern for the relationship etween cognitive, affective and

behavioral learning has been expressed by a number of educational psychol-

ogists (c.f. DeCecto, 1968; CronbaCh; 1963; Travers, 1962). Travers (1962);

in his discussion of the learning of attitudes, notes that there are three

components of learning an attitude: an affective component, a cognitive com-

pdheht, and An action component. Learning in this conceptualization involves

the comprehension of information, development of positive or negative feelings

about the informatiOn, and taking action in accordance with the information.

While Traver't discussion is limited to the learning of attitudes, this ap-

proach can be expanded to encompass a broader range of learning outcomes. The

three componentS, of' learning alluded to in Traver's discussion are present in

the learning of information and behavior as well as in the learning of atti=

tudes. Bloom (1976), in his more recent work, sUbstantiates this conceptu-

alization, suggesting a strong relationship between congnitve and affectiVe

learning. This relationship between cognition, affect and behavior has con-

sistently appeared in the persuasion/attitude change research Of,the past

decadet, most recently articulated by Ajzen and fishbein (1980).
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Within the instructional model offered, learning is conceptualized as'

three integrally-related constructs: a cognitive component, an affective com-

ponent, and a behavioral component. Cognitive learning is defined as exposure

to; attention; perception, comprehension and retention of knowledge. Af-

fective learning is viewed as the developmentOf favorable or unfavorable

attitudes toward this knowledge. The performance of behaviors that are called

for or implied by this knowledge is viewed as behavioral learning. For e'x.-

3mple, the learning of a conflict-resolution strategy entails the comprehen-

Sion of information about that strategy, the development Of faVbrable or un2f (

favorable attitudes toward the strategy and the performanee of conflict

resolution behavior. Arranging the conditions to facilitite this learning'

process is the process of instruction (Snelbecker, 1974).

Instruction is defined as a systemic, communication process diracted

toward changes in student knowledgei attitddes and/Or behavior (learning);

Any explanation of claSsroom instruction must acknOWledge that the instruc-

tional process is systemic, Instruction is systemic in as much as it involves

a set of organized; interdependent components (teacher, content, student;

etc.) with a specific goal or function (facilitating learning). Thrbugh the

mutual. interaction of the elements in this instructional System, cognitive,.

affective, and behavioral learning goals are accomplished.

COMMUnication is central to the instructional process 'in as much as 1-tis

the Vehicle through which. change occurs, 1 the classroomil The interaction of

teacher ariri student and the variabl6s within the iStrUCional environment

affecting this interaction underly classroom instruction.' As Rbgers and

Adhikarya (1979) point out the purpose of communication is'tobring about

certain desired effects on the part of the receiver; NAlteration'of the
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received knowledge of .some idea, a change in attitude toward the idea, or a .

change in his overt behaVior."

Clearly what is needed;iS a comprehensive theory of instruction that (1)

-aCknoWledget that communication is Central to instructions (2) recognizes that

instruction inVolVOS changes in student knowledge, affect and behavior, and

(3) tef)ettS a systemic orientation to instruction. The literature-in dif-

fusion; particularly the work of Rogers and Shoemaker (1971)-, in the communi-

cation of innovation, provides a logical step in this direction. :The Vid6i1==

ity of the communication of innovation model in educatbnal settings is well

substantiated, (c.f., Rogers and Shoemaker; 1971; Have lock, 1970; HuberMan,

1973); however, it is only rcently that:this approach has been applied within

the confines of the clasSrOom.

.
Communication Of innovation concerns the adoption Or rejection of inn0-.

vatiOnS by individdalS (Rogers and 5hoemaker,,1971) ;Innovation refers to "an

idea, practice or Object perceived as new by an individual" (Rogers and

Shoemaker, 1971, p. 19). In effect, the process undergone by a student \in the

ClaSsroom is the adoption of an innovation. Students are repeatedly called

upon.to accept new ideas or practices Within the instructional setting;

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) note that the principles of the diffusion of inno-

vation at the indiVidual leV1 have often been termed learning. Morover;

Rogers and Adhikarya' (1979) assert that: "The learning process, the diffusion;

process and the change process basically involve the communication of new

ideas" (p. 691.

The, application of the commdnication of innovation mooel to the inStruc=

tional setting is depicted below. The elements depicted are described in

detail in the remaining sections of the paper.
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Insert Figure i Here

The success or failbre of anydiffuSion effort is dePendent upon a number

f elements within the diffusion process. AMong the 14-imety elements affect-

ing the sucessful communiction of ab innovation are:

innovation - decision process

change agent characteristics

attributes Of the innovation

These three areas.and their role-within the instructional environment are

describedbelow.

Learning As An Innovation-Decision Process

Similarities between the diffUsion paradigm and learning paradigm are

evident elsewhere; The learning process is essentially a function of the

first three stages of the innovatioh-deciSion procass. The innovation --

decision. rocess refers to."-the mental process-through which an individual

passes from first knowledge of an innovation, to a decision to adopt or reject

and to confirmation of this decision!' (Rogers and ShOemaker 1971, p; 25);.

The first function of the innovation deO'lion process, knoWledge, it repre=_
tented by cognitive learning; Rogers and-ShoeMaker (1971) conceptualized the

knowledge function as "an individua's exposure to infOrmation about an inno=

vation and gaining understanding of how it functiQs" (p. 25). This closely

approximates the conceptualization of cognitive learning articulated

although Rogers and Shoemaker' note that deeper seated knowledge associated

with an innovation is likely to come later in the innovation
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decIsion process; Persuasion, the second functibh diStUtted by Rogers and

Shoemaker' (1971); involves the fOrmation of favorable or unfavorable attitudes

tdward the innovation; This; too, is isomorphic with the definition of af-

fective learning offered earlier; The third functiion of the innovation

decision process, decision, is closely alligned with behaviroal learning; The

indiVidUal'S ChOite to adopt;or reject the innovation is the focus of concern

in the decision function (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971): Adoption or rejection

-

Of benaVibrt in line with knoWledge given is present within_ both the decision

process and behavioral learning. Consitent with Ajzen and is,hbein's (1980)

conceptualization of the attitude-behavior relationship we would argue that

the persuasion-decision relation hip is mediated by behavioral intent. Cbh-

_

ceptual similarity between the wo prbcesses clearly indicate that learning

can be considered to be a unique case of the communication of innovation.

Insert Figure 2 Here

Change Agent Characteristic

Central to the communication Of innovation paradigm is the role of the

change agent. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) indicateithat the role of the

change agent is to bring about "overt behavior change; that is the adoption or

rejection of new idea rather than just changes in knowledge, or attitddet"

(p.13). The teacher, in essence, is a change agent within the unique contest

Of the instructional setting. In.theiclassroom situation we generally find

the teacher introdul:ing ideas and practices that are. not only unfamiliar to

the student; but also aimed at bringing-aout changes in the student's behav-

ior; knowledge; and attidudeti
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ne of the most important aspects of change age behavior is the rela-

tiOnhip betWeen the change agent and the adopter. HOmophily; or the degree

to which pairs of individuals who Interact are similar in certain attributes

such as beliefs, attitudes, valUeS education and social status, plays'a sig-

nificant role in the diffusion of innovation (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971).

Researcli clearly indicates that more effective communication occurs between

individuals that are homophilous (Alpert and AhderSon; 1973; Rogers and

Shoemaker, 1971; Rogers and BhoWMik, 1970). Rogers and Bhowmik (1970)

maintian that "communication is effective when the transfer of an idea frOM a

source to a receiver results in change in knowledgeirattitude or overt

behavior on the part of the receiver: ,(p.,529). A variety of studies have

confirmed these assertions.(Brock; 1965; Byrne, Bbhd, and Diamond, 1969; King

an-d.Serenoi 19734) While hom4hily has been shown to be an important

communfcation element in a variety of settings, Rogers and Shoemaker (1971)

note that these desired effects may be negated if source and receiver are too

homophilOUS.

A number of scholars have suggested that moderate diSSiMiiarity along a

few selected dimensions. of homophily increases communication offectiyeness;

and consequently the success of the communication-of innovation (Scott and

Hurt, 1978; Alpert and Andersen; 1973;. King and Sereno, 1973). Research sug-

gests that more effective change agents are those who are most like their

average client on all. variables except for technical competence about the in-

novation promoted (Rogers and ShOeMaker, 1971; Rogers and anOWMik; 1970).

This concept is referred to by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) as optital heter=

ophily Research ffndings have repeatedly reaffirmed this relationship as the

ideal condition for the communication of innovation (Simons, BerkbWit2 and
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Moyer; 1970; Alpert and Anderson, 1973; Richmond 1974; Scott and 'Burt;

1977.) ReSearch clearly supports the significance of optimal heterophl

the diffusibh Of innovation.

The important role- of homophily and optimal neterophily in tine intru-c-

tibnal setting has been verified by Elliot and ScotL (1978). Their fri-din

indicke that the most effective instructional outcomes are produced when

teacher and Student are Similar along most dimensions and moderately diS:

Simildr in terms Of tompetehce (Elliot and Scott, 1978).

Course Content Attributes

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) suggest that five primary attributes of an in-

novation are related to the adoption of the innovation within a social system-

--complexitY; compatibility, observability, relative advantage, and trial-

ability. Camilex_ity refers to "the degree to which an' innovation s perceived

as relatively difficultto understand and use" (Rogers and ShOetaker; 1971;

p. 154). (Rogers and Shoemaker; 1971; p. 145) iS the focuS of compatability;

Observab_i_lity references "the degree to which the resultS of an innovation are

visible tbOtherS" (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971, p. 138). The conceptuali-

2atibh of trialabiAity centers around "the degree to which an innovation may

be experimented with on a limited basis." (Rogers and Shoemaker; 1971; O.

155);

AltribUgh Rbgers' and Shbemakersi (1971) conclusions regarding the role of

these attributes in the diffusion process are based primarily on the litera-

ture in rural sociology; it seems reasonable to suggest that the complexity,

compatibility, obsei-vatility, relative advantage; and trialability of
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as roorn 1:i systemic. While certainly not a new or shocking suggestion,

trcere abbears to be a gap between the conceptual argument for a systemic

-Jch and the researcn that follows; Clearly; if we are to subStantiate

sr,terni character of instructional interaction; our ,-esearch models must

ant In this direction.

s hoped that the instructional theory offered will not only provide a

err or further investigation of instructional phenomena; but that it

;Drovde a useful model for the practitioner. We have found (and

si.^,lir reports from our colleagues) that this model offers a use-

tne oesiLin and instruction of college courses. To our knowl-

m-Itation of the model has been limited to communication

odUjH expect that application Of the model to other content areas

tit .,econdary and college leVel curriculum would be as sut=

7lore successful) than within communication courses. Within

;h which Specific behaviors are called for (e.g.; biology lab

,
;ducation) we expect the greatest application; the model is

tw.i,tvor change, and as such is likely to be most adoptable to

Iri-uitional content. Similarly; using this approach within

:rporAte trAining (as opposed to traditional edutation), where the

501,1viors is the primary goal, is likely to meet with
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